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Abstract 

The upturn in India’s economic scene and its prolific culture has created a world-wide devotion for India. Resident Indians 
with their slice of disposable income have also become aggrandized to pursue tourism passions, though pilgrimage had its important 
role in all strata of society. The World Economic Forum Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Report 2013 ranks India’s cultural 
heritage at 11th in Asia Pacific region, ranked 9th in natural resources, 24th in cultural resources and 65thin overall among all 
economies. How to reap the optimal benefit of tourism potential? Integrative approach involving different realms of tourism along 
with an overhaul of the industry stakeholders is in dire need. Tourism streaks off from societal edifice and so it must be in such a state 
to roll out service and in turn every section of society must get the spin-off. 
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Introduction 

The Economic Survey of India tabled in the year 2012-2013, mentioned the Tourism Satellite Account data of 2009 – 2010 
which demonstrates that the tourism contributed 6.8 per cent to India’s GDP out of which 3.7 per cent was direct and 3.1 per cent 
indirect. Tourism also contributed significantly towards generating employment. Directly, it contributed 4.4 per cent towards 
employment generation and 5.8 per cent indirectly. As per the Ministry of Tourism, ‘In India, the travel and tourism sector are 
estimated to create 78 jobs per million rupees of investment’ as compared to 45 jobs in the manufacturing sector for unskilled to the 
specialized and also a higher proportion of tourism benefits (jobs and petty trade opportunities) accrue to women. 
 

The number of Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs) in India during 2013 increased to 6.97 million as compared to 6.58 million in 
2012. The growth rate in FTAs during 2013 over 2012 was 5.9 per cent as compared to 4.3 per cent during 2012 over 2011. The 
growth rate of 5.9 per cent in 2013 for India was better than growth rate of 5 per cent for the International Tourist Arrivals in 
2013.About 91 per cent of the FTAs entered India through air routes followed by land routes and 0.5 per cent by sea-routes. Delhi and 
Mumbai airports accounted for about 52.8 per cent of the total FTAs in India.The top 15 source markets for FTAs in India in 2013 
were USA, UK, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,Russian Federation, Canada, Germany, France, Malaysia, Japan, Australia, China, Singapore, 
Thailand and Nepal. These 15 countries accounted for about 70.72 per cent of total FTAs in India in 2013. United Nations World 
Tourist Organisation conjecture Indian tourism growth by 8 per cent per annum till l2016. 
 

Number of domestic tourist visits in India during 2013 was 1145.28 million as compared to 1045.05 million in 2012 with a 
growth rate of 9.6 per cent. Tourism continues to play an important role as a foreign exchange earner for the country. In 2013, foreign 
exchange earnings (FEE) from tourism were US $ 18.45 billion as compared to US $17.74 billion in 2012, registering a growth of 4.0 
per cent. In 2016, FTAs are projected to be 11.24 million, Domestic Tourist Visits (DTVs) to be 1451.46 million, FEEs to be US $ 
30.3 billion and total employment contribution to be 24.5 million. 
 
Capacity Building and Skill Development Measures 

The tourism sector in the country has been experiencing a huge deficit in quality human resources. This scheme for capacity 
building envisages creating and upgrading adequate institutional and academic infrastructure for training and certification of 
manpower resources. Emphasis is placed on opening of new institutes such as Institutes of Hotel Management and Food Craft 
Institute. By 31st July 2011, 16 state IHMs and 13 FCIs were sanctioned. Skill testing and certification facilities at 15 state IHMs were 
instituted for the benefit of the existing service providers. As per Ministry of Tourism, during 2010- 2011, 9869 service providers 
were certified under this scheme as against a target of 5500. Government of India flagship program, ‘Hunar Se Rozgar’ aims to train 
8th class pass outs (up to 28 years of age) in Food Production and Food & Beverages Services. This program is conducted through the 
Ministry of Tourism sponsored Institute of Hotel Management's (IHMs) and Food Craft Institute's (FCIs) at select State Government 
Institutes and certain star category hotels. 6981 youth were trained under this program against a target of 5500, in 2010-2011. 100 per 
cent utilization of allocated fund of INR 350 Crores was achieved under these schemes during the first 4 years of 11th Plan. During 
the 12th Plan, several religious circuits were given thrust. The 12th Five Year Plan redeems the need of pro-poor tourism to ensure 
increasing net benefits to the poor and poverty alleviation  
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Cooperative Tourism 
The concept of cooperative tourism aims to deliver sustainable economic development by building the capacity of local 

communities to realize the potential value of their natural and cultural heritage to create tourism enterprise through a co-operative 
destination management organization model, which not only supplement incomes, but act as an incentive (or motivational factor) to 
preserve local art and culture, and maintain traditional practices like architecture, cuisine, clothing etc. It is observed that currently 
most of the offerings in niche tourism areas are based on individual private efforts, and as a consequence, the socio-economic benefits 
often do not distribute to a large part of the stakeholder community, and there is minimal information sharing about tourism and its 
benefits, which inhibits the potential of rural entrepreneurship in this sphere. 
 

This is where the cooperative model can help bridge the gap. Rather than individual efforts being driven single-handedly, the 
cooperative model brings all aspects of a tourism product under the ambit of a cooperative structure, which not only controls the 
structure and volume of tourist activity, but also ensures that the entire destination is promoted rather than remain as fragmented 
independent entities. a project being funded from the Scottish Government’s International Development Fund envisages the 
establishment of a co-operative tourism development project in rural India, aiming to deliver sustainable economic development in 
some of the most socially and economically disadvantaged districts of India by building the capacity of local communities to realize 
the potential value of their natural and cultural heritage to create tourism enterprise opportunities through a co-operative destination 
management organization (CDMO) model. The project has been completed in the states of Uttarakhand and West Bengal, and the way 
ahead involves laying out the roadmap for creating a network of such cooperatives all over the the country, and identifying how 
efficiently the skills that have set up the model in one region can be adaptively imparted across other regions. 
 
Infrastructure initiatives 

Adequate infrastructure facilities are vital for the tourism industry. Thus, the Ministry of Tourism has been making efforts to 
develop quality infrastructure at tourist destinations and circuits. The Ministry has launched schemes for development of nationally 
and internationally important destinations and circuits through Mega Projects. It is also working along with other Central Government 
Ministries – Railways, Civil Aviation, Road Transport & Highways, and Food Processing and Urban Development and the concerned 
state governments to have a selective and focused approach on development. So far, 53 mega projects have been identified, out of 
which, 35 projects have already been sanctioned. The mega projects are a judicious mix of culture, heritage, spiritual and eco-tourism 
in order to give tourists a holistic perspective. 
 
Heritage tourism 

Heritage tourism holds up natural heritage, cultural heritage as well as historic heritage with permeated connotations and 
subtle imprints of India’s legacy. The relevance and subtlety of heritage has to come up in all sections of Indian society. An imposing 
structure, a mammoth building, some religious facets of individual interest has been the pulling force for the larger populace. But now 
with evolving Indian perceptions, new aspirations are taking stock of heritage to get areal feel of monuments and culture in an 
encompassing ambit. India already has 28 world heritage sites. The concept of heritage trail can be a riveting experience. Son-et 
Lumiere has proven its success. An ambience of the then society needs to be recreated. Diorama depictions are a potent tool. Such 
experience matters to tourists that include a sizeable number of children as well. But all these require a lot of scholarly input as well as 
adaptive qualities. So, a huge number of scholars and designers as well as science technocrats have to put in a well-concerted effort. 
Music and dance festivals and literary festivals are prudent ways to reach across. The ambit of these festivals has to be adjudged with 
the target tourist community. Over 300 fairs happen every year across the Indian mainland. The joie de vivre of these congregations 
does attract people from other places. Heritage sport events of horse polo in Manipur, animal or animal-cart or chariot races are bound 
to regale tourists. Regatta events have been a resounding tourist puller. 
 
A study done by the United Nations World Tourism Organization puts it  
 Establish project with communities, the heritage management sector and educational institutions to document Intangible Cultural 

Heritage assets that are either disappearing or undergoing revitalization / change. 
 

 Promote performances of local culture that provide useful information and save core cultural values. 
 

 Protect the intellectual property rights of communities with regards to Intangible Cultural Heritage products used in souvenirs and 
other items (such as traditional music CDs, food recipes and medicines) 
 

 Work with relevant partners to devise strategies for the creation of new Tourism & Intangible Cultural Heritage products, 
improving links to existing products, and marketing products responsibly. 
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Rural Tourism 
India’s rural heritage is prolific and exotic enough to discover world interest including domestic Indians. The core areas of 

the interests of tourists need to be identified in areas such as art and craft, handloom and textiles among others. This is quite intricate 
and an elaborate procedure. Interaction between tourists and local population can be a mutually enriching experience. Intangible 
heritage has to be promoted and also safeguarded. Rural tourism in Kerala and certain parts of Himachal Pradesh have established its 
charisma. If Gujarat boasts of 16 types of gaudy embroideries, let the artisan community be trained through Village Level Panchayati 
Raj Institutions, self-help groups, government agency or some NGO. Let the hosts and artisans further know about their folklore. At 
times, they may be given limited tutelage of history so that what they share with tourists does not become a figment of folklore 
fantasy. In case of home stay tourism, the hosts need to eliminate their unhygienic ways if any, so as to be a congenial host. If the area 
has mosquito problem, then the health department or Municipality has to carry out steps like fumigation. Similarly, sanitation of such 
areas needs to be dashed up. There need to be medical centres with ambulances. In areas of thugs, stringent precautions need to be 
taken. The worst undesirable stock that tourism gets is when tourists looted. Fulsome hosts and greedy raconteurs will create aversion 
amongst tourists. Comprehensive measures have to be made to ward off such behaviour. Also, the expectation of gratis from tourists 
by showcasing their plight turns off credulous tourists. A local nodal agency needs to be put up in the areas which might survey the 
tourists. Rural households offering home stay should inform the agency about their guests. 
 

The socio-economic benefits to rural community may stop the exodus from rural to urban areas. So far, 153 rural tourism 
projects in 28 states/Union Territories have been sanctioned by the Ministry of Tourism including 36 rural sites where UNDP has 
supported for capacity building. Organisations like Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India Ltd (TRIFED) and 
Export Promotion Council of Handicrafts can play worthwhile roles. 
 
Adventure tourism 

The boom in the adventure tourism sector can, to some extent, be attributed to the economic growth post 1992, especially 
around the new millennium based on the rapid rise of the IT sector, as economic growth implied that the travellers, especially the 
‘youth’ segment who are more drawn to such activities and have a higher travel propensity, had more disposable income at hand, and 
could afford the relatively higher costs involved in adventure and nature-based products. 
 
Government Initiatives 

The Ministry of Tourism also recognized the potential of the niche, especially since adventure tourism would take within its 
folds the emerging forms of sustainable and responsible tourism. By the very nature of the product, adventure tourism focuses upon 
minimizing impact upon the socio-cultural as well as the natural environment, involves a high ratio of local labour force thereby 
taking a community-based approach, and fosters positive interaction between the tourist and his environment. 
 

As per the policy for the diversification of tourism product of India, special attention is being given for the development of 
Adventure Tourism in the country. The Ministry of Tourism has also issued guidelines for approval of Adventure Tour Operators, 
which is a voluntary scheme, open to all bonafide adventure tour operators. Central Financial Assistance is being extended to various 
State Government / Union Territory Administration for development of Tourism infrastructure in destinations including Adventure 
Tourism destinations. 
 

The Ministry has also aligned its Sustainable Tourism Criteria for India (STCI) to the Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria 
(GSTC). On the marketing and promotion front, the Incredible India campaign has increased the use of the adventure and nature-based 
products in its campaigns, and has facilitated road shows in target markets like Australia and New Zealand. 
 

From a policy perspective, the Ministry of Tourism has certification guidelines in place, which focus upon the service 
delivery with added focus on safety guidelines and environmental conservation issues. The application and approval mechanisms are 
easily accessible and the approved list of operators can be found in the public domain. The 'Hunar Se Rozgar' scheme of the 
Ministry of Tourism under the umbrella of Capacity Building for Service Providers (CBSP) scheme has also contemplated programs 
under various heads to consolidate human resource for the adventure tourism sector. 
 

In 2009, the Ministry of Defence gave permission for opening of 104 additional peaks in Leh area of Jammu & Kashmir for 
adventure tourism. Himachal Pradesh was awarded as the ‘Best State for Adventure Tourism Destination’ in 2012. The Government is 
currently implementing various tourism development projects with an assistance of INR 482.22 crore from Asian Development Bank, 
where developing adventure tourism to international standards with a focus to attract foreign tourists is a key component. The Great 
Himalayan National Park has also now been nominated for World Natural Heritage Site status. 
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Film Tourism 
Film tourism includes both film production and shooting and film induced tourism activities. Both the production and 

distribution processes involve extensive travel in terms of duration as well as the volume of people travelling and the necessary 
logistics. This is where the film Promotion Boards as well as the Tourism Promotion Boards need to pitch their offers to the 
filmmakers. In most of the developed economies across America and Europe, Destination Management Organizations (DMOs) are 
increasingly playing a key role in facilitating film shooting and managing the spillover effects, which also ensures minimization of 
economic leakages. International film festivals showcase the natural wealth of the countries and also the management and governance 
of the social infrastructure of the place. These film festivals are utilized as important forums to showcase the natural wealth of the 
country. 
 
The conduit of Co-Production 

Co-production between two countries is when the content is treated as a national property in both the nations and therefore is 
allowed to claim tax benefits or rebates. India has co-production agreements with Germany, Italy, UK, New Zealand, Brazil and 
France. Now it is possible to walk in with a script and return with a canned film. Permissions can be granted to overseas film 
producers in a short span of even three weeks. 
 

Owing to improved infrastructure and support system which also includes around 10 post production labs with latest 
technologies, India is also a preferred centre for postproduction due to the abundance of English-speaking technical manpower. It is 
already witnessed that in animation software, India is now recognized as a globally preferred outsourcing hub. Besides these 
comparative advantages, India clearly stands out as a cost-effective and one of the most economical countries for shooting and post 
production activities. There are ready options for talented artists and technicians to execute the visions. From director of photography 
to set designers, all remain at the beck and call of the producer. India itself stands out a 1000-film a year industry. And the legal 
regime in India is Supreme. Working is also possible through the government backed National Film Development Corporation or 
some local line company. Industrial bodies like PHD Chamber, ASSOCHAM or FICCI can compile a rating list of line companies in 
India as a reference guide to be made available in various High Commissions. 
 
Government Support and Policy Initiatives 

Taking account of the socioeconomic as well as the cultural significance of films from the Indian diaspora, the Central 
Government has granted ‘industry’ status to the film sector, and many states have been offering tax rebates and other incentives to 
filmmakers. To give a fillip to the ‘Incredible India’ campaign and cinema as a sub-brand of Incredible India at various international 
film festivals and markets abroad, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and Ministry of Tourism signed a memorandum of 
Understanding in 2012 to provide support for film tourism. 

The Ministry of Tourism also extends financial support to State Governments and Union Territory Administrations for 
promoting Film Tourism under its Central Financial Assistance (CFA) scheme. There is also a focus on tapping International Film 
Festivals to promote the country, and events like International Film Festival of Kerala, Chennai International Film Festival, Kolkata 
International film Festival & Mumbai Film Festival to promote film projects in their states. 

The North Eastern Region (NER) of India accounts 7.9 per cent of India’s geographical area and 3.8 per cent of Indian 
population. Despite its excellent bounty towards tourism, tourist movement remains largely neglected; Assam being an exception. 
This lopsided public interest must be addressed with proper awareness campaigns and popularization initiatives. 

In 2016 Foreign Tourists Arrivals are projected to be 11.24 million, Domestic Tourist Visits to be 1451.46 million, Foreign 
Exchange Earning to be US $ 330.3 billion and total employment contribution to be 24.5 million. It is necessary to have a synergistic, 
multi-dimensional focused approach towards identification, planning and development of tourism products and services, in 
collaboration with ministry of Tourism, ministry of culture and other related ministries, having heritage as the core driver of tourism 
industry in the country. 
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